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In this paper, the Lefschetz formulas of Atiyah and Bott (Ann. of Math. 86 
(1967), 374407; 88 (1968) 451491) and Atiyah and Singer (Ann. qf Math. 87 
(1968) 546604; 93 (1971) 119-138) are proved by heat equation methods in 
infinitesimal form, i.e., without using the usual localization on the fixed point set. 
The proof is obtained by a homotopic deformation of the Dirac operator and uses 
probabilistic methods. The main applications are potentially in noncompact 
situations where fixed point formulas do not always hold, while their infinitesimal 
analogues are still valid. I? 19X5 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give a direct heat equation proof of the 
Lefschetz formulas of Atiyah and Bott [2] and Atiyah and Singer [S] in 
equivariant cohomology form, which contrary to our proof in [ 111, does 
not use fixed points as an intermediary. 
In equivariant cohomology, localization theorems can be proved, which 
relate computations on a whole manifold M to calculations which are done 
on the fixed point set of the considered group action. As shown in Atiyah 
and Bott [3], differential geometric results of Bott [14], Duistermaat and 
Heckman [15], Berline and Vergne [6-91, and Witten [lS] can be inter- 
preted as a version of this localization principle in terms of differential 
forms. In K-theory, Atiyah-Segal [4] have used this principle in index 
theory and fixed-point theory. 
The Lefschetz formulas of Atiyah and Bott [2] and Atiyah and Singer 
[S] are usually given in terms of the fixed point set of the considered group 
action. 
In particular, heat equation methods for the computation of Lefschetz 
numbers (see [ 11, 171) force the localization to be produced on the fixed 
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set, because of the very strong decay of the heat equation kernel for distant 
points when time decreases to zero. 
Also it should be pointed out that the results of Atiyah and Singer [IS] 
on the index of a family of elliptic operators can be considered in simple 
situations as consequences of Lefschetz formulas in nonlocal form. 
Finally, let us point out that Berline and Vergne [IS] have proved the 
index theorem of Atiyah and Singer by using first the Lefschetz formulas of 
Atiyah and Bott [2] in localized form and then delocalizing them using 
their formula for delocalization as well as the Chern-Weil theory in 
equivariant cohomology. 
It was suggested by Berline and Vergne to give a direct heat equation 
proof of the Lefschetz formulas of Atiyah and Bott [2] and Atiyah and 
Singer [S] in nonlocal form. In fact, they pointed out to us that in the non- 
compact case, the heat equation is still a valid method of investigation; also 
in certain situations, the infinitesimal Lefschetz formulas remain valid, at 
least in a generalized sense [7, 81, while fixed point theory becomes 
irrelevant, since there are cases where the considered group actions do not 
have fixed points. 
We now briefly describe the method of proof. If D + is the Dirac operator 
which interchanges the C” sections of two fiber bundles G, over M, if Y is 
a Killing vector field which lifts to an action L, on the fiber bundles G, , 
and commutes with D+ , then by a well-known formula [ll, 171, for any 
z E R, t > 0 the Lefschetz number L(ezY) of eZ ’ is given by 
L(ezY) = Tr,+ eZLy- 
fD$D+ rD,DT 
2---Trcm eZLypT. 
The heat equation method consists in studying the asymptotics as t JJ 0 of 
the r.h.s. of (0.1). This produces a localization of the considered integrals 
on the fixed points of eZy. The explicit computations have been entirely 
done in [ 111 using probabilistic methods. 
To prevent that localization is done on the fixed points set, we do three 
observations. 
(a) Both sides of (0.1) extend holomorphically to z E C. 
(b) The r.h.s. of (0.1) is invariant if we deform homotopically the 
operator D, into a family of operators which still commute with L y and 
have the same principal symbol as D + . This means that in (O.l), D, is 
replaced by D+(t). D+(t) is obtained by modifying one of the connections 
which defines D + into a connection which depends on (t, Y). This is done 
in Theorems 1.6 and 1.9. 
(c) When z E iR, the asymptotics as t JJ 0 of the modified r.h.s. of 
(0.1) becomes almost identical to the asymptotics of the heat kernel in the 
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probabilistic proof of the Atiyal-Singer index theorem [ll]. This is done 
in particular in Theorem 2.9. 
At the end of the paper, we give a formal interpretation of what has been 
done in terms of the equivariant cohomology of the loop space, along the 
lines of Atiyah [l] and Bismut [ 121. 
In the whole paper we use our results in [lo] on the asymptotics of the 
heat kernel by probabilistic methods, and also we refer constantly to [ 111, 
from which the main notations and sign conventions are taken. 
We refer to [ 131 for a general introduction to Brownian motion, to [3, 
9, 12, 151 for the various aspects of equivariant cohomology and 
equivariant characteristic classes. The paper of Witten [ 181 already con- 
tains applications of homotopic deformations of elliptic operators. We also 
refer the reader to Getzler [16] for a proof of the index theorem using 
pseudo-differential operators. 
I. THE MODIFIED DIRAC OPERATOR 
This section is devoted to finding the “right” deformation of the con- 
sidered Dirac operator which will delocalize the asymptotics of the heat 
kernel in the heat equation proof of the Lefschetz formulas. 
In (a), the main assumptions and notations are given. In (b), a modified 
Dirac operator is introduced. In (c), elementary properties of the action of 
Killing vector fields on the spin complex are given. In (d), a key identity is 
proved, which exhibits cancellations in the sum of the square of the 
modified Dirac operator and of the action L Y of the considered Killing vec- 
tor field. Finally in (e), we prove that formula (0.1) still holds for the 
modified Dirac operator. 
(a) Notations and Assumptions 
We now give the main assumptions and notations. We refer to [ll, 
Sect. l] for more details. 
A4 is a compact connected Riemannian manifold of even dimension 
n = 21. For our special needs, we also assume that A4 is spin. Let N be the 
SO(n) bundle of oriented orthonormal frames in TM, N’ denotes the 
Spin(n) bundle which covers N, and CJ is the covering projection N’ -+ N. n: 
is the natural projection N’ -+ A4. Spin(n) acts unitarily and irreducibly on 
the Hermitian spaces of positive and negative spinors S, , S-. 
Let F,, FP be the Hermitian bundles over M, 
Fk = N’ ‘Spin(n) S+. - 
The Levi-Civita connection on N lifts naturally to N’. Let V. be the 
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covariant differentiation operator for the Levi-Civita connection. R 
denotes the curvature tensor of M. Classically [ 11, Sect. l] the equation of 
the Levi-Civita connection is written 
dB=-co/Ye 
dw= --o A w+Q, 
(1.1) 
where Q is the equivariant representation of R. 
< is a k-dimensional Hermitian bundle over M. Let X be the U(k) bundle 
of unitary frames in X. We assume that X is endowed with a connection. V. 
still denotes the corresponding covariant differentiation operator. If a!(k) is 
the Lie algebra of U(k), A denotes the @(k) valued connection form on X. 
L is the curvature tensor of X. 
The Hermitian bundles F+ @ r are then naturally endowed with a con- 
nection, whose covariant differentiation operator is still noted V. Recall 
that unit vectors in T,M act unitarily on (F+ @F-), by Clifford mul- 
tiplication, and that Clifford multiplication interchanges F, and Fm If e is 
a unit vector on T,M, e acts on ((F, 0 FP ) @ 0, as the operator e @ 1. If 
G is a vector bundle over M, T(G) denotes the set of C” sections of G. 
We now define the Dirac operator D. 
DEFINITION 1.1. D denotes the differential operator which acts on 
r((F+ @F-)O<L 
(1.2) 
(b) The Modified Dirac Operator 
Y denotes a Killing vector field on M. V. Y is then an antisymmetric 
(1, 1) tensor. TM and T*M being identified by the metric, we may consider 
Y as a l-form. If dY is the exterior differential of Y, it is trivial to verify 
that if U, V E TM, 
dY( U, V) = 2(V, Y, V). (1.3) 
If z E C, U E T,M, z( Y, U) acts as a complex scalar on [,. We now 
define 
DEFINITION 1.2. V.” denotes the connection on 5 which is defined by 
VzY=V.+z(Y, .). (1.4) 
Note that if z E iR, V.” is a unitary connection on 5. 
The Levi-Civita connection on F, together with the connection VZy on 
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5 defines a natural connection on F, 05. We will note VfY the 
corresponding covariant differentiation operator. Also Y acts by Clifford 
multiplication on (F, @ Fp ) @ 5. 
DEFINITION 1.3. For ZE C, WY denotes the operator acting on 
f((F+ CBF-)QO, 
DzY=D+zY. (1.5) 
Clearly, if e , ,..., e, is an orthogonal base of T,M, we have 
Dzy=ieiV:,y. (1.6) 
gzy interchanges T(F+ 0 5) and f(F_ 0 5). Moreover if z E iR, Diy is 
formally self-adjoint on f( (F, 0 F- ) 0 <). 
Recall that by [ 11, Proposition 1.33, if e,,..., e, is an orthogonal base of 
TJ4, dY acts on F, Or and Fp Oic by 
dY = - $ c dY(e,, e,) e,e,. 
i, i 
(1.7) 
We first calculate [Dzy]‘. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. The following identity holds: 
(D=Y)2=D2-2z(dY+Vy)-z2 IYI*. 
Proof. The proof is elementary and is left to the reader. 1 
(c) The Action of Y on (F, 0 I;-)@ 5 
Consider the differential equation on M 
(1.8) 
dx 
z= -Y(x), 
40) = x0, 
and the associated group of diffeomorphisms of M 11/J. ). 
Let L, be the Lie derivative operator associated with Y. Clearly if Z(x) 
is a C” section of the tensor algebra on M, if ($7 - ‘Z)(x,) is the pull back 
at x0 of Z($,(x,)) through $,, then 
($7 - 'z)(xo) = -Wo) - j; (Ic/,* -lL,Z)(xo) ds. (1.9) 
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Also recall that 
L,=V,-V.Y, (1.10) 
where (1.10) is the natural decomposition of L y in the horizontal and ver- 
tical directions with respect to the Levi-Civita connection. Also by (1.28) 
in [ 1 l] and by (1.3), V. Y is identified to -dY/2. ’ 
The operator L y can be lifted to T(F, @ 5) by the formula 
where dY still denotes the operator (1.7). 
$, can then be lifted to the Spin(n) bundle N’. In particular if Z is now a 
C” section of F,, (I):-‘Z)(x,) is well defined and (1.9) still holds. 
Moreover $, preserves the Levi-Civita connection. 
The vector field Y has then been lifted to a C” vector field Y’ on the 
Spin(n) bundle N’, which preserves the Levi-Civita connection. 
We assume that Y also lifts to a C” vector fixed Y” on X, which also 
preserves the connection form A. Set . 
J=A( Y). (1.12) 
J is the equivariant representation of a (1, 1) tensor B which acts on the 
fiber 5, as an element of the Lie algebra e(k). 
If N’ q X is the Spin(n) x U(k) bundle whose fiber at x E M is h?! x XX, 
Y lifts naturally to a vector field on N’ El X, which will still be denoted Y. 
The operator L y can then be made to act on T(F, @ 5). Namely we now 
modify the formula (1.11) for L ,, into 
L,=V,+ff&B. (1.13) 
In (1.13), dY is identified with dY@ 1. 
I++, has then a natural action on F, @ 5, which is unitary and preserves 
the connection V. Moreover if Z is a C” section of F, @ 5, I++: ~‘Z(x,) is 
still well defined and (1.9) holds. 
(d) An Elementary Formula 
We first define the horizontal Laplacians. 
DEFINITION 1.5. dH, AzKH denote the horizontal Laplacians associated 
with the connections V., V:‘. 
Recall that if (e,(x),..., e,(x)) is an orthogonal base of T,M smoothly 
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depending on x in an open set of M, if Z is a smooth 
then 
section of F, @g, 
n 
AHZ(X) =I (vc,(x)ve8(.r)z(x) -vVc,rciz(x)) 
I (1.14) 
A zy,HZ(X) = f (v~,~~,v:~~,,z(x) -y&Z(x)). 
1 
Since Vzy induces the Levi-Civita connection on TM, in the second line of 
(1.14), we can replace V:,Yei by V,ei. Let K be the scalar curvature of M. 
We now have the fundamental formula. 
THEOREM 1.6. For any t > 0, if e, ,..., e, is an orthogonal base of T,M, 
then the following identify holds at x: 
- ~(DZy’2’)2-zLy=~A~iy~2’~H-~-~t ~~~eieiQL(ei,ej)+zlQB. 
l<l 
(1.15) 
Proof: Using ( 1.8), we have 
(D’“2’)‘=D”-f(dY+V,)-~. (1.16) 
Moreover by a well-known formula (see [ll, Theorem 1.9]), we have 
D2= -AH+~+~~eiej@L(ei,ej). 
bJ 
Also the antisymmetry of V. Y implies that 
(1.17) 
A- 
z2 1 Yj2 2y~21~H=,H-z~y,l+~. (1.18) 
Using (1.13), (1.16)-(1.18), we see that (1.15) holds. I 
Remark 1. The key point in (1.15) is that dY has disappeared and that 
z2 1 Y12/4t2 has been absorbed is A-ZY~2’,H. 
(e) An Analytic Expression for the Lefschetz Number 
D f denotes the restriction of D to the smooth sections of F, @ 5. 
Let T be an oriented isometry of M which lifts to an action A(T) on the 
smooth sections of F, @ 5 which commutes with the Dirac operator D. 
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If h is a smooth section of F, 0 4, Th is the smooth section of F, @ 5 
defined by 
T/z(x) = A(T) h( T-lx). (1.19) 
In (1.19), A(T) is a linear mapping from (F, @<).-I, into (F, Ol),. T 
sends Ker D+ into itself. 
DEFINITION 1.7. The Lefschetz number L(T) is defined by 
L(T) = Trker D+ T- Trker D- T. (1.20) 
We will now calculate L(e”) for ZE R. In fact recall that ezy has all the 
desired properties. In what follows, we assume that Y induces a S, action 
on N’ H A’. This is no restriction in establishing a formula for L(e”). 
For ZE R, L(e”) is a finite linear combination of the characters of S, 
(e2in”z}nEZ. So L(eZY) has a natural holomorphic extension to the whole 
complex plane. 
For t > 0, z E C, the operator - tD2/2 - ZL y is an elliptic operator acting 
on W’, 0 5). 
The operator eP’D2’2--zLv is then given by a smooth kernel P;(x, y) so 
that if h E T(F+ 0 [), 
(e- tD2’2-ZL%)(X) = 1 p:(x, y) h(y) dy. 
M 
(1.21) 
For (x, y)~Mx M, P;(x, y) maps linearly (F, Q 0, into (F, a[),. 
Moreover it is not difficult to prove that for a given (x, y) E Mx M, 
P;(x, y) depends holomorphically on z E C. This fact will anyway be a 
trivial consequence of Theorem 2.2. If A is a linear operator sending 
(F, 0 0, into itself, p,(A) denotes the corresponding trace. 
We now have the following result: 
THEOREM 1.8. For any z E C, t > 0, 
Ue”) = lM b + (Et x, x)) - P-(P:(x, ~111 dx. (1.22) 
ProoJ For z E R (1.22) is an obvious consequence of Gilkey [ 171. Both 
sides of (1.22) being holomorphic functions of z (1.22) still holds for any 
ZEC. 1 
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We will now prove a more sophisticated version of (1.22). Namely for 
z, z’ E C the operator 
- ; (D=‘y)2 - ZL y (1.23) 
is elliptic. The operator e-r’2(Di’y)2~ZLy is then given by a smooth kernel 
q”(x, y) which still d epends holomorphically on (z, z’) E C*. 
We now have the following extension of Theorem 1.8. 
THEOREM 1.9. For any (z, z’) E C2, t > 0, the following identity holds: 
L(ezY)= jh, [p+(y'( x, x))-pp(Sy’(x, x))] dx. (1.24) 
Proof We will prove (1.24) for z E R, z’ E iR. The general equality 
(1.24) will then obviously follow by holomorphic continuation. Note the 
key fact that since Y is a Killing vector field, and since 
L,Y=O (1.25) 
for any z’ E C, the connection VY is invariant under Y. In particular the 
operators L y and D”’ still commute. 
For Z’E iR, the operator DZ’Y is formally self-adjoint on 
T((F+ OF_ ) @ 0 and interchanges T(F+ 0 5) and T(F- 0 5). 
For z E R, z’ E iR, let L,,(ezY) be the Lefschetz number of eZy, i.e., 
LJezY) = TrkerncY eZy - TrkerDZ.Y es’. (1.26) 
The same argument as in Gilkey [ 171 shows that in this case 
LIz(eZY) = jM [p + (Sf,“( x, x)) - p ~ (Sf-“(x, x))] dx. (1.27) 
Now since Y has an S, action on Ker D’;-‘, as a function of z E R, L,,(ezY) 
is a linear combination with integer- coefficients of the characters 
2innz fe lnsZ. Now the r.h.s. of (1.27) is obviously a continuous function of 
z’ E iR. It then follows that as a function of z’ E iR, LJe”) is constant. In 
particular for any z E R, z’ E iR, 
L,,(ezY) = L(e”). 
The theorem is proved. 1 
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II. THE INFINITESIMAL LEFSCHETZ FORMULAS 
In this section, we prove the Lefschetz formulas of Atiyah and Bott [2] 
and Atiyah and Singer [S] in a nonlocalized form. In the whole section, we 
follow very closely [ 11, Sects. 2, 33. Since the general outline of the proofs 
is the same, we give few details. 
In (a), we give a probabilistic construction of the kernel Sz-z’2r. In (b), an 
auxiliary Brownian motion is introduced as in [ll, Sect. 3c]. In (c), when 
z E iR, an asymptotic probabilistic expression for the integrand Y(z, t, x0) 
in the heat equation formula for the Lefschetz number is given. As in [ 111, 
we use our results in [lo]. In (d), when ZE iR, the limit Y(z, x,,) of 
Y(z, t, x0) as t JJ 0 is found using the stochastic calculus. This limit is 
expressed by stochastic integrals. In (e), dip(z, x0) is calculated in terms of 
equivariant characteristic classes (see Berline and Vergne [9]) using the 
stochastic calculus in the exterior algebra. Finally in (f), we interpret what 
has been done in terms of the cohomology of the loop space, in relation 
with Atiyah [l] and ourselves [ 123. 
(a) A Probabilistic Construction of Sz*z12t 
We now will use formula (1.24) with z’=z/2t, so that we can apply 
Theorem 1.6. We will give a probabilistic construction of the kernel 
S:J/2t(~, y) very similar to what is done in [ 11, Sect. 21. 
Take x,, E M, ub E N!,. Set 
24,=fJZ& (2.1) 
Let W be the probability space V(R +; R”) whose standard element is 
w, = (w’ t,..., WY). P denotes the Wiener measure on W, with P (wO = 0) = 1. 
Y, )...) Y, denote the standard horizontal vector fields on N’ (for the precise 
definition see [ 11, Sect. 21). 
Consider the stochastic differential equation 
du” = -f Y;(P) ,,h dw’ 
I 
u”(0) = ub, 
where in (2.2), dw is the Stratonovitch differential of w. Set 
(2.2) 
u: = CJU” s5 x:= 7u.l” s . (2.3) 
Then the law of x:,~ is exactly the law of the usual Brownian motion 
starting at x0. 
ui’ (resp. u:) is the horizontal lift of xi in N’ (resp. N) for the connection 
V. in the sense of [ 10, II]. 
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r”J denotes the parallel transportation operator for the connection V. 
from vector fibers over x0 to vector fibers over xf. Set 
$‘= [qq - 1. (2.4) 
If NI, is considered as a set of unitary operators from S, into F+,,, on 
F + .xo, we have -. 
q’ = u,$- 1. (2.5) 
Similarly if N, is considered as the set of linear oriented isometries from 
the canonical oriented Euclidean space R” into T.,M, on T,,M, we have 
p= u’,u-’ .\ s 0 . (2.6) 
Let r:“,r be the parallel transportation operator for the connection 
V.- ZYP. set 
70 
!&I = [s;,oJ] - 1. (2.7) 
Clearly, when acting on c,,, we have 
(2.8) 
On FI..ro, Co-r coincides with z$‘, so that on (F, @ oXO, (2.8) still holds. 
Similarly, when acting on linear mappings from <,, onto itself, or from 
(F, @ c),, into itself, r:‘xr and rs0,’ coincide. 
Finally note that we have, by definition, 
~~(r(x~),dx:)=~~([u;]-’ Y(x;),&iMlh); (2.9) 
(e I,...? e,) now denotes the orthonormal base of T,,M associated with the 
frame no. 
We now extend [ll, Definition 2.31. 
DEFINITION 2.1. U:’ denotes the process of linear mappings from 
(F, @ l),, into itself defined by the differential equation 
In (2.10), e,ej acts on F*,, by Clifford multiplication. 
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We now have the natural extension of [ 11, Theorem 2.51. 
THEOREM 2.2. Take h E IJF, @ <). Then for any z E C, the following 
identity holds: 
W (@)(D”‘*‘)*- ‘b’h)(Xo) (2.11) 
Proof: By (2.8), when acting on (F, at),;, we have 
ll,l 
70 ( Y(x:), 4)) +‘. (2.12) 
By what has been seen after (2.8), we know that in (2.10), we can replace 
7;’ by @ and r”,l by r/O*‘. 
Using (1.15), and (2.{2), the proof of (2.11) is then strictly identical to 
the proof of [ 11, Theorem 2.51. 1 
We now will apply Theorem 1.9. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For z E C, t > 0, x0 E M, set 
qz, t,XO)=~+(S:,“*‘(Xo,Xo))-p~(S~=‘2’(Xo,X~)). 
We now have 
(2.13) 
THEOREM 2.4. For any t > 0, z E C, the following identity holds: 
L(e”‘) = jM P(z, t, x) dx. (2.14) 
Proof This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1.9 applied with 
z) = z/2t. 1 
In what follows, we will prove that as t JJ 0, P’(z, t, x) has a limit. 
(b) An Auxiliary Brownian Motion 
The reader will have noticed the striking similarity of the result of 
Theorem 2.2 with [ 11, Theorem 2.51. The only notable difference comes 
from the term 
( Y(x:), 4)). (2.15) 
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We first proceed as in [ll, Sect. 3c]. Let & be the set of (n, n) real 
antisymmetric matrices, which is the Lie algebra of SO(n) and Spin(n). W’ 
is the space %(R+; ~4). P’ is the Wiener measure on w’ with P’(y, = 0) = 1. 
If ys= (yl,) is the standard element in w’, under P’, the (y;‘,,),<, are 
independent standard Brownian motions in R. 
We temporarily go back to the assumptions before Definition 2.1. 
DEFINITION 2.5. V,i*’ is the process of linear mappings from F+,rO into 
itself defined by the ItB equation, 
&/I.’ = - 4 v’ ’ .\ 2 ' [p-,w] 
(2.16) 
I+’ = I. 
V;L.‘,’ is the process of linear mappings from <,, into itself defined by the It8 
equation, 
We now have 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For my t > 0, z E C, s > 0, we have 
U$ = EP’[ Vf.‘@ vy]. (2.18) 
Prooj: The proof is very similar to the proof of [ 11, Proposition 3.71. It 
is left to the reader. 1 
(c) An Asymptotic Expression,for 9’(z, t, x,,) 
In this subsection, we will assume that z E iR. The obvious reason for this 
is that 
( Y(xi), d.x:) 1 (2.19) 
is a uniformly bounded by 1, and so we will entirely forget about 
dominated convergence (or even convergence! ) problems. 
At this stage, we use the notations in [ 11, Sects. 2, 3b]. In particular, 
. P, is the probability law on W of the Brownian bridge w’ in R”, 
with WA= wf =O. 
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. HZ is the set of R” valued constant functions on [0, 11. 
. Equation (2.2) is now solved by setting 
J;dw=J;dw’fv2ds. (2.20) 
For t small enough (depending on w’), u2 is uniquely determined by the 
fact that xi =x0. Of course u* depends explicitly on (4 dw’, x0), 
W&d wi, x0) is a bounded random variable defined in [ 11, 
(3.8); such that as t JJ 0, 
H(,,6 dw’, x0) + 1, P, a.s. (2.21) 
x*(A) denotes the trace of a linear operator A acting on F,. We now - 
have 
THEOREM 2.7. For any z E iR, as t J.J 0, for any k E N, 
([u:] -’ Y(x;.), Jt dw’ + u2 ds)l 
x H(jl; dw’, x0) dP,(w’) dP’(y) + o(tk). (2.22) 
Proof. Since z E iR, exp( - z/2t -.} is uniformly bounded. Using (2.9) 
and (2.11) the proof of (2.22) is identical to the proof of [ 11, 
Theorem 3.81, i.e., is a consequence of [ 10, Theorem 4.16 and its 
Corollary]. 1 
(d) An Exact Expression for the Limit of 6p(z, t, x0) 
Still assuming that z E iR, we will calculate the limit of 44(z, t, x0) as 
t JJ 0. Q, denotes the equivariant representation at u,, E N of the curvature 
tensor R,,. Sz will be considered as a 2 form on N. 
If Z E T,,M, Z* denotes its horizontal lift in T,,N. If A E &, Pf(A) is the 
Pfafhan of A (see [ 11, Proposition 1.41). 
DEFINITION 2.8. I$= is the process of linear mappings from <,, into 
itself defined by the It8 equation 
de’ = CJ C L,&ei, ej) 6~; + zB,, ds 
icj 1 Vp=Z. (2.23) 
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We now have the extension of [ll, Theorem 3.101. 
THEOREM 2.9. For any z E iR, as t JJ 0, LZ’( t, z, x,,) has a limit L?(z, x0) 
given by 
az, x0) =s ~~I(-i)‘~f[jd%((uodw:)*, (Uow:)*)+z]Tr V; 
xexp -5 
i 1 
2 d ~v,,,~ Y(x,), a0 dw: ,i dfw4 dw 1. (2.24) 
Proof. From [ 11, Theorem 3.101, and with the obvious changes, we 
find easily that as t 3-10, 
(2.25) 
-+ ( - i)’ Pf uowi)*) +$ Tr q,z 1 P, Q P’ a.s. 
Also by (2.21) H(&dw’, x0) -+ 1. We now prove that as t JJ 0, 
;j; ((~4:)~’ Y(xj), fidw’+v’ds) +j-; (V,,,;Y(x,), u,dwf). (2.26) 
To prove (2.26), we will take the Taylor expansion in the variable fi of Z’ 
given by 
Z’=j’ ((u;)-’ Y(x~),fidwl+v2ds). 
0 
(2.27) 
Let a be the operator a/a &. Clearly 
z”=o. 
Recall that (0, o) have been defined in ( 1.1). Set 
ep = e(au,:), 
By (3.26) in [ 111, we know that 
0!~)=0(ad) , s . 
q’)=WJ; ~$“=o; au; = 0. 
Also by (4.178) in [lo], we know that 
a%2 = 0. 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
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Using (2.30), we find that at t = 0, since WA = wi = 0, 
(2.32) 
82’=2j’(a[(u:)- Yl,dw’)=2i’: (V,,,;Y,u,dwf). 
0 
By Taylor’s formula, (2.26) immediately follows. Since z E iR, the same 
argument as in [ 11, Theorem 3.101 shows that it is possible to take the 
obvious limit under the expectation sign in (2.22). The theorem is 
proved. 1 
Remark 1. Let us point out that (2.30), (2.31) are obvious consequen- 
ces of Eq. (1.1). Note that in [ 111, we did not need to use the fact that 
a=v= 0. 
Remark 2. It is here essential that z E iR. If z $ iR, as t J.J 0, in general, 
6p(z, t, x0) explodes. Moreover observe that the r.h.s. of (2.24) is well 
defined for any z E iR, but diverges if z E C is such that lRez[ is too large. 
(e) Stochastic Calculus in the Exterior Algebra: 
A Formula for the Lefschetz Number 
We will now put (2.24) in cohomological form as in [ 11, Theorem 3.151. 
However the calculus will be slightly different, since we will now use the de 
Rham theory associated with the equivariant cohomology for Y (see 
Atiyah and Bott [3], Berline and Vergne [9], and Witten [lS]). 
For 0 6 i < n, /i’(M) is the algebra of complex i-forms on TM. If 
A E @h n%(M), we will write 
A=A,+A,+ ... +A,, (2.33) 
where A2i E A2j(M) xg . 
If A, A’ E 0; n%(M), we can define the exterior product A A A’ in the 
sense that the formal series (2.34) defining A, A’ are multiplied using the 
exterior product A. 0; cl%(M) is then a commutative algebra. Similarly, 
we define exp h A by the formula 
A 
exp^ A= 1 +A+;+ .... 
In particular, 
exp”(A+A’)=exp^ A exp” A’. 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
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If A, A’ E @b AZ(M), we write A =” A’ if A and A’ have the same com- 
ponent in AZ&M). 
Also recall that if U, VE T,,M, X, Y--t (RX&X, Y) U, V) is a 2-form 
which we will note (R,, 17, V). 
For notational convenience, we will write ((V. Y)(x,) U, V) instead of 
((V, Y)(x,), V). In particular for given U, VE T,,M, 
((Rx, + v. Y(xo)) u,v E ~gpf) 04&w (2.36) 
Let q be the Riemannian n-form which defines the orientation of M. 
We now have the extension of [ 11, Theorem 3.15 3. 
THEOREM 2.10. For any x,, E M, z E iR, 
=e, x0) dxo) 
(2.37 
ProoJ Since by [ll, Proposition 1.43, if A cA&(TM), 
q = Pf(A) q(xo) (2.38 
and, since 52 is the equivariant representation of R, as in [ll, 
Theorem 3.151 we have 
xexp -4 
( 1 
2 ; o?qw~ Wo), u. w) @l(W’) 
iuoyl 24;’ 
2n 
Tr ez G”(y). (2.39) 
Since s; R(u, dw’, uowl) identifies to the 2-form 
X, YE T,,M-+ s ’ <X R,,(uo dw’, uowl) Y) (2.40) 0 
580.‘62!3-8 
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and, since by the well-known symmetries of the tensor R,, the r.h.s. of 
(2.40) is also equal to 
s ’ <RW, Y) uowf , uo dw: > (2.41) 0 
in (2.39), we can replace 
R(u, dwf, ~4, 
(2.43) 
Using (2.35), (2.37) immediately follows. 1 
We now calculate both terms in the r.h.s. of (2.37). We proceed as in 
[ 11, Proposition 3.16, Theorems 3.17, 3.181. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the Weil homomorphism in 
equivariant cohomology (see Berline and Vergne [S, 91). 
DEFINITION 2.11. The ad O(n) invariant polynomial A^ on d is defined 
by the fact that if C E d has diagonal entries [ -“,, 21 (1 < i G I), then 
(2.44) 
Of course A^ can be also defined on antisymmetric (1, 1) tensors by con- 
sidering their equivariant representation. 
We now have 
THEOREM 2.12. For any z E iR, the following identities hold: 
lwexpA (1: (( - & Rx+. Y uOwl, u,dw’ ) )] dP,(w') 
= A 
( 
2 x0 - izV. Y(x,) 
> 
iu,y,u;’ 
27X 
Tr e dP’(y ) = Tr exp A - f {f - izB,}. (2.45) 
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Proof: The 1.h.s. of (2.45) is the image by the equivariant Weil 
homomorphism (in the sense of Berline and Vergne [8,9]) of 
Ced--[wexp{- f S,’ (Cw~,dw~)}dP,(w’), (2.46) 
so that in the final evaluation of the first line of (2.45), C will be replaced 
by R/271 - izV. Y. It is crucial at this stage that z E iR. Now by a formula of 
P. Levy given in [ 11, Theorem 3.173, Equation (2.46) is exactly A(C). The 
first line in (2.45) has then been proved. The second line in (2.45) follows 
from a stochastic calculus very similar to [ 11, Theorem 3.181. 1 
We now have the final result. 
THEOREM 2.13. There is E > 0 such that if z E C is such that 1 Rezj d E 
then 
L(e”)=IMA(&izV.Y) A Trexp” - :{-&izB}. (2.47) 
Proof By Theorems 2.4, 2.9, 2.10, 2.12 it is clear that (2.47) holds for 
z E iR. The 1.h.s. of (2.47) is holomorphic in z E C. Moreover the poles of the 
function z’ E C --t (z’/2)/sh(z’/2) are { 2ik7~)~~ =*. Since A(R/2n - izV. Y) is 
obtained by formally expanding A^ at izV. Y in the “variable” R/27c, it is 
clear that if 1 Rezl is small enough, for any x,, E M, A( - izV. Y) is well 
defined and so A(R/271- izV. Y) will be well defined. Since the r.h.s. is 
holomorphic in z for /Rezl small enough, the theorem is proved. 1 
(f) The Lefschetz Number and the 
Cohomology of the Loop Space 
In [ 11, Atiyah and Witten gave a remarkably simple interpretation of 
the functional integral representation of the index of the Dirac operator on 
the spin complex in terms of the equivariant cohomology of the loop space 
of M associated with the natural action of S, on the loops. In [12] we 
extended their approach to the case of the Dirac operator on a twisted spin 
complex. Also we gave in [12] a formal formula for the Lefschetz number 
of the Dirac operator. Since this formula was the starting point of the 
present work, we briefly explain what has been done in terms of the results 
in [l] and [12]. What follows is essentially formal. In particular, we will 
do as if the considered loops were smooth. 
Namely, let nTi” be the set of C” mappings from S, = R/Z into M. If 
XElP, the tangent space TX&?” is identified with the space of smooth 
periodic vector fields Z over x so that if s E S,, Z, E T,$kf. 
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If Z, Z’ E T,i@“, we define the scalar product 
<ZZ?=jol <Z,,Z:)ds 
S, acts isometrically on ii;r” by the mappings k, defined by 
(ksx)t=xs+t ’ 
The associated Killing vector field X on ace is given by 
x(x).+ (2.48) 
Let G be the group of the isometries of M. The action of G on M extends 
naturally to &P. Also the actions of S, and G on A” commute. 
Following Atiyah and Witten [ 11 we consider the one form u dual to X, 
i.e., if ZE T,n;i”, 
a(Z) = 1; <Z dx) (2.49) 
da/2 is the two f&m u 
a(Z, Z’) = j’ ($ Zf ) ds; (2.50) 
o is a degenerate xact form on ii;i”. Also ixa is the energy functional E on 
A, 2 
E(x)=;jol l$i’ds. (2.51) 
Let Y be a Killing vector field on M, Y’ the corresponding one form on M. 
Y, Y’ extend to &P’ in the obvious way, i,, is the function H, on li;r”, 
2 
H&l =; I,’ ( WJ dx,). (2.52) 
Since X and Y commute, and since X and Y act isometrically on A”, we 
have 
Lxa=L,Yf=Lya=LyY’=O. (2.53) 
Since classically, 
L, = (d + ix)‘, L,= (d+ i,)2, 
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we find from (2.49~(2.53) that 
(d+i,)(E+a)=O; (d+ iy)(Hy+ a) = 0; (2.54) 
X, Y are then the Hamiltonian vector fields associated with E, H,. Also 
since L X+v(ct+ Y’)=O we find that 
(d+ ix+ y)C(d+ ix+ y)(a + Y)l = 0; (2.55) 
(d+i,+ y )(a+ Y’) is then equivariantly closed with respect o X+ Yin the 
sense of Berline and Vergne [9] and Witten [18]. 
If C denotes an infinite normalizing constant given in [ 121, our formula 
for the Lefschetz number L(e ‘) for the Dirac operator on the (nontwisted) 
spin complex is given by 
L(eY)=C/MZexp{ -(d+i,+,)(a+ Y’)/2t} (2.56) 
for any t > 0. 
Equation (2.56) is the cohomological formulation of (0.1) and of 
Theorem 1.8. The zeros of X+ Y correspond to the orbits of Y which close 
onto themselves at time 1, i.e., are related in the obvious way to the fixed 
points of e ‘. The formal application of formulas of Duistermaat and 
Heckman [15] and Berline and Vergne [7] gives the fixed point formulas 
of Atiyah and Bott [2] and Atiyah and Singer [S] in terms of integrals 
evaluated on the fixed point set of e ‘. We now rewrite (2.56) in the form 
L(eY)=C~M~exp{-(d+i,+y)~/2t~exp{ -(d+iXfY) Y’j2t). (2.57) 
We now have the product of two terms in the r.h.s. of (2.57). 
The main idea in the present paper is that the second term can be 
replaced by 1. A first plausible argument for this is that 
exp{ -(d+ ix+ y) Y’/2t} - 1 
is of the form (d + i, + y )(/I). Such an argument has its shortcomings ince 
the reader might be tempted to use it also on the first term. However, as 
pointed out in [ 123, even on R”, this argument would lead to incorrect 
results on gaussian distributions in R”, because R” is noncompact. So to 
prove “directly” that the second term could be replaced by 1, we should be 
able to compare the size of the two terms. 
In fact the only way we have for the moment to manipulate the r.h.s. of 
(2.57) is to use fiber bundles and differential operators as representing ade- 
quately cohomology classes. Note in this case that another way of making 
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the second term in the r.h.s. of (2.57) disappear is to prove that mul- 
tiplication by 
evW+ ix+ *) WW (2.58) 
does not change the value of the integral. 
Now the results of [12, Sect. 33 show that (2.58) is exactly the natural 
lift to &?” (as an X+ Y equivariantly closed form) of the Chern character 
of the trivial line bundle T endowed with the Y invariant connection 
de+;. (2.59) 
This is how we were led to establish Theorem 1.6. The fact that (2.57) does 
not change is proved in Theorem 1.9. 
Cancelling the second term in (2.57), we arrive at the formal formula 
Ue*) = C JMm exp{ - Hy/t} exp{ -(E+ o)/t}. (2.60) 
Theorem 2.2, where the factor exp{ - H ,Jt } appears should now be 
understood in the light of formula (2.60). 
Also note that (2.60) offers striking similarities with Kirillov’s orbital 
integrals, Finally observe that by a well-known result of Atiyah and Hir- 
zebruch on the spin complex, L(e*) does not depend on Y. However 
everything which has been previously done extends to twisted spin com- 
plexes. 
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